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shyftplan - AI-based shift planning
Since its founding in 2013, shyftplan has been helping companies digitize shift schedules
and make scheduling work processes more efficient. This solution is already successfully
used by over 500 customers worldwide.
Most recently, the software has been enhanced with AI-based modules that further automate
processes and enable planners of especially large and complex shift schedules to work even
more efficiently.
The company is headquartered in Berlin, Germany, and currently employs a team of 65+
experts.

About us
Summary

shyftplan - AI-based shift planning
shyftplan operates as a B2B company that offers its customers
intelligent solutions for better shift planning. The web-based
application focuses on efficient shift planning for even the largest
teams with complex schedules, while digitizing communication and
planning work with employees.
At its core, the software is an AI-based shift scheduling tool for
medium to very large companies, which also enables a holistic
approach thanks to the mobile employee app.
We monetize by charging a license fee for our web app.

Contact

Christian Richtscheid - Head of Marketing

Founding year

2013

Location

Berlin, Germany

Team size

65+

Funding rounds

Seed-Round: 0,5 Mio. €, KIZOO
Pre-Series A: 3 Mio. €, Flixbus Gründer, UVC, Senovo, Coparion
Kizoo
Series A: 7 Mio. €, DIVC, UVC, Senovo,Coparion

Our offering

shyftplan offers companies AI-based shift planning software - even
for companies with thousands of employees.
Our shift planning software is already successfully used by more
than 500 companies worldwide and, in addition to leaner
processes, ensures greater employee loyalty and co-determination.
The web application for planning and managing shifts is perfectly
complemented by a free Android and iOS app for direct
communication with employees.

USPs:

-

Scalable shift schedules for thousands of employees and
complex scenarios
AI-based support for planners for more efficient processes
Always up-to-date to ensure compliance with labor
regulations and data protection policies for our customers

